BOP WOOD
Chair & Bar stool
By Knudsen Berg
Hindenes

FACTS

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Bop is a series of chairs developed by Offecct in collaboration with Norwegian design bureau
Knudsen Berg Hindenes. Originally, Bop was designed for USF Verftet, an arts arena for
music, theater, film and modern art in Bergen, Norway. USF was established in 1993 and is an
important actor within arts and culture in Bergen and Norway with the aim of collaborating,
strengthening and participating in the development of culture and creativity. The chair has
since then further developed and is available with elegant wooden legs stained in
whitepigmented oak. 2016 Bop Wood became a serie with a bar stool. Also that one with legs
in massive wood. Bop lives up to the high standards of comfort, durability and adaptability
required of a concert chair, but fits perfectly well in other public interiors as well.

ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING

”When we were redoing the cultural center and creating a larger concert hall we wanted a
new concert chair. The development has been a close process between us here at the cultural
center, the designers and Offecct”, says Jon Tvilde, head of the cultural center.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Seat in laminated wood with cold foam. Quilted (Pattern Alfa) seat and back, upholstered in
fabric or leather. Standard leather Elmo Soft, piquet on the inside and standard on the
outside. Legs in white pigmented massive ash.

FABRIC

LEATHER

OFFECCT SELECTED PATTERNSTM
Contrast seams are available in 12 colors: Beige, black, brown, dark blue, dark green, dark
grey, grey, neon green, neon orange, orange, red and white. If not specified, anthracite will
be used as standard.

ASH

SEAMS

BOP WOOD

H 780, S 450, W 570, D 530/370

H 740, S 640, W 440, D 480/370
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This product is available in an eco-labeled performance, certified by the Nordic Ecolabel and/or Möbelfakta.
By choosing this product you make a difference towards a better environment.

